
PROGERIA

Overview:

Progeria, also known as Hutchinson-Gilford syndrome, is an extremely rare genetic 
disorder which causes children to age rapidly. Children with this condition normally 
show no signs at birth, but within the first year of their life start showing signs such as 
slowed growth and hair loss.

The average life expectancy for people with this condition is 13 years of age. However 
some may die sooner and others may live longer, the oldest person living with this 
condition is currently 43 years of age. There are roughly 350-400 children living with this 
condition at any time worldwide.

Heart problems or strokes are the most common cause of death for most people with 
this condition. 

Symptoms:
•Slowed growth

•Below average height and weight

•Narrowed face, small lower jaw, thin lips and beaked nose

•Head disproportionately large for the face

•Prominent eyes that can't close all the way

•Hair loss, including eyelashes and eyebrows

•Thin, spotty, wrinkled skin

•Visible veins

•High-pitched voice

•Severe progressive heart and blood vessel (cardiovascular) disease

•Hardening of the arteries (atherosclerosis)

•Hardening and tightening of the skin on extremities

•Delayed and abnormal tooth function and decay

•Some hearing loss



•Loss of fat under the skin and loss of muscle mass

•Skeletal abnormalities and fragile bones

•Stiff joints

•Hip dislocation

•Insulin resistance

Causes:

The gene responsible for causing progeria is known as Lamin A (LMNA), it makes a 
protein necessary to hold together the centre of a cell. When this gene has a defect or 
mutation, then an abnormal form of the Lamin A protein called Progerin is produced and 
this makes cells unstable. This leads to the accelerated aging process.

Unlike many genetic mutations, Progeria is rarely passed down in families. With the 
condition only affecting 1 in 20 million people around the world.

There are also no known risk factors, such as lifestyle or environmental issues, which 
increase the risk of a child being born with or developing progeria.

Treatment:

Although there is currently no known cure for Progeria, researchers are working on 
finding one. 

Currently however doctors may suggest drug and lifestyle changes. Diet changes such 
as eating low cholesterol foods may help prevent blood clots. A low dose of aspirin 
every day can help prevent heart attacks and strokes. Growth hormones can help build 
height and weight. The FDA has also approved lonafarnib (Zokinvy) to prevent the build 
up of the defective protein progerin which can affect the heart.

Physical and occupational therapy can also help keep people with this condition moving 
if they have stiff joints and hip problems.




